
Conquest of nature

Change in the world

Culture

Anthropocene

Birds

noise

reduction in population

seen as "inexhaustible
resources" (Mirzoeff 224)

casualty of the conquest of
nature

background extinction rate
low

experimentationair pump

400 years for single species
to die out without human

involvement

fossil fuels

human relationship to the
world

climate change

deforestation

visual change; we can see
the differences

extinction of living things

human activity causes
change

key natural systems e.g
rivers

because we have changed
the Earth so drastically, we

have changed our own
circumstances

we can "change change
itself" (Mirzoeff 222)

Harold Fisk's map of the
Mississippi River

geometric-ised

Army Corps (see page 250 in
Mirzoeff)

trying to contain what
cannot be contained

"in what remains a very
militarised society, the 'hard'
options are more culturally

and politically palatable,
even though the 'soft'

options are more likely to be
effective" (Mirzoeff 252)

natural vs. material/human
interference

melting ice caps/glaciers rising sea levels

global emissions

the countries that emit the
most CO2 are NOT the ones
suffering the most from the
effect of these emissions

no acknowledgement of
change

acknowledging that the
world is changing in a bad
way means we have to take
steps to fix/ amend these

changes, and it's easier to sit
back and do nothing

"reason triumphing over
sentiment" (Mirzoeff 223)

'deniers'

allows us to remain
comfortable in the home e.g

with electricity etc.

scientists can only 'model'
change because it happens

on too large a scale to obtain
'real' and accurate proof

our understanding of change
is based on models created

by scientists

"...we have to relearn how to
see the world as a whole"

(Mirzoeff 236)

bring together different
points of view

proving the way the world is
changing is not something
one person can do alone

(many people needed)

colonialism

nature is provided solely for
the use of man

rise of western civilisation

when we look at the ways
humans have changed the
world, "we could develop
ways of seeing the planet
which might be part of the

solution" (Mirzoeff 228)

change in lithosphere

change in the way we
measure time

geology

"What used to take millions
of years now takes decades"

(Mirzoeff 219)

youth

the millennials are our future

"If you are under twenty-
eight you have never known

what the pre-climate-
changed world was like"

(Mirzoeff 227)

increase in deterioration of
the  Earth?

can see nevertheless that
current state is wrong

must learn to "unsee"

set aside time-honoured
strategies

compare across time and
space

take into account the
worldwide situation

see from other people's
perspectives as well as our

own

we are ALL affected; "No
man is an island" - John

Donne (Mirzoeff 252)

Anthropocene landscape e.g
mining

exploitation

only experienced by those
who have to work there

benefits human
communities, damages

climate

we have become dependent
upon the destruction of

nature to survive

coal

perception

technology/development

buildings

beautification

literature
Charles Dicken's 'Bleak

House'

car crash poem/short story

smogfirst world failings are
ignored

selective

perspective is a visual
system

distinction between culture
and nature has become

blurred

"...not all technology
requires environmental

destruction" (Mirzoeff 214)

why then do we continue to
use technologies that

harm/destroy our Earth if it's
not necessary?

steel

steel industry = largest
industrial CO2 emitter (30%)

(Mirzoeff 239)

steel production accounts
for 5-8% of global CO2

emissions (Mirzoeff 239)

Bird's Nest stadium

'Orbit' statue

Eiffel tower

monument to globalisation

Vladimir Tatlin's 'Monument
to the Third International'

communism

'clean air days'

environmental awareness
and action only for

commercial reasons

110,000 tons of steel

the stadium adopted
concepts of nature as a

resource for human needs

"A bird's nest is very
expensive, something you
eat on special occasions" -
Li Xianggang (Mirzoeff 240)

we see the destruction of
nature as beautiful because

we have become
accustomed to it/don't know

any better

"Modern beauty was often
the product of climate
change" (Mirzoeff 220)

art

'Coal + Ice' exhibition (2010)

paintings

new developments

terminology ("sublime")

Monet

coal smoke/smog

colour

"visible by-product" and
symbol of the conquest of

nature (Mirzoeff 235)

Romanticism

making art where the subject
was something natural often
required the artist to kill the
thing in order to preserve it

in the manner they wished to
capture it as a visual image

"monument to environmental
destruction" (Mirzoeff 227)

giving visual form to
conquest of naturedomestication

we can "make the world in
our own image" (Mirzoeff

230)

playing God

"...art here produces a
sensory anaesthetic to the
actual physical conditions"

(Mirzoeff 232)

"the dulling of the senses
was not always perceived as
a bad thing" (Mirzoeff 232)

normalisation of
environmental destruction

replace material reality with a
new reality (Mirzoeff 234)

a painting is a single
person's view of nature, not

a global view


